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Abstract— Traditionally, reinforcement learning methods
predict the next action based on the current state. However,
in many situations, directly applying actions to control sys-
tems or robots is dangerous and may lead to unexpected
behaviors because action is rather low-level. In this paper, we
propose a novel hierarchical reinforcement learning framework
without explicit action. Our meta policy tries to manipulate
the next optimal state and actual action is produced by the
inverse dynamics model. To stabilize the training process, we
integrate adversarial learning and information bottleneck into
our framework. Under our framework, widely available state-
only demonstrations can be exploited effectively for imitation
learning. Also, prior knowledge and constraints can be applied
to meta policy. We test our algorithm in simulation tasks and its
combination with imitation learning. The experimental results
show the reliability and robustness of our algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement learning has a broad application prospect
in decision-making and control tasks. In some sophisticated
missions, RL-based methods have exhibited diverse behav-
iors and even outperformed human experts. [1], [2] Yet, re-
inforcement learning can be of low efficiency with expensive
costs and we cannot ensure its reliability and safety. Hence its
application in the real world is limited. Besides, many real-
word control system architectures are hierarchical. In such
systems, only the state of the system can be manipulated,
and the actions are output from a low-level controller. It is
hazardous to perform actions straightly through reinforce-
ment learning, which may trigger unexpected behaviors. In
order to limit agents’ behavior, recent work manages to apply
designated constraints to reinforcement learning [3], [4].
Imitation learning is able to obtain skills from observing
demonstrations from humans or experts. [5], [6] Combining
reinforcement learning and imitation learning is proven to
improve the learning efficiency as well as ensuring the
diversity of agents’ behavior. In common practices, actions of
the demonstration are needed for the learner to imitate expert
policy. However, in certain cases, expert’s demonstrations
with actions cannot be easily obtained. State-only demon-
stration is more of the case, like human kinetic trajectories
obtained by motion capture system [7] and online video
data [8], which is not compatible with supervised learning
methods.
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Fig. 1. (a) Original NEARL framework. Meta policy maps the current
state to the next one and inverse dynamics model outputs the actual action
based on the predicted next state and the current state. (b) Flowchart of
algorithm NEARL−PID2. Dashed line represents different loss functions
and solid lines represent interaction between the environment, policy, inverse
dynamics and discriminator. Optional prior constraints can be applied to the
predicted states.
In this paper, we propose a novel Non-Explicit Action Re-
inforcement Learning (NEARL) framework. Different from
other reinforcement learning or imitation learning methods,
state-to-state meta policy is learned directly, i.e., we predict
the next optimal state based on the current state. Hierarchical
architecture is adopted, and a low-level inverse dynamics
model is used to infer the action interacting with the envi-
ronment. A GAN-like framework is added to restrict policy
to choose only reachable states. An information bottleneck is
also deployed to filter redundant information in state space
to stabilize the training process.
A state-to-state policy has expectedly many advantages
over its traditional state-action pair counterpart. For instance,
traditional controllers such as trajectory planner or offline
demonstration data may not contain any action, while our
approach can still utilize these data conveniently. Addition-
ally, the state-to-state meta policy inherently integrates an
environmental model, which enables our method not only to
be used in one step Markov Decision Process (MDP) but
also sequence learning to solve complex problems like long
horizon tasks.
In summary, the contribution of this paper is:
1) A Non-Explicit Action Reinforcement Learning frame-
work that helps to combine other control methods and
effectively utilize prior domain knowledge.
2) A novel control algorithm integrated with GAN-style
method and information bottleneck to stabilize the
training process.
3) Validation experiments that prove the feasibility and
robustness of our framework and algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we review the related work. In section III, we present
our NEARL framework and its background and notations.
In section IV, we proposed a set of control algorithms based
on NEARL framework. The Experiment section contains ver-
ification of our framework and effectiveness of the algorithm
is shown. Performance with state-only demonstration and
comparisons with other imitation learning methods are also
demonstrated. In the end, conclusions and future work are
summarized.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Model-based Reinforcement Learning
Model-based reinforcement learning attempts to learn a
dynamics model from data for later planning or policy
search. Several supervised learning methods are available
to learn an environmental model like time-varying linear
model [9], [10], random forests [11], nearest neighbors
[12] and non-parametric Bayesian methods [13]. For high-
dimensional control, advanced approaches are adopted, such
as deep auto-encoders [14], Bayesian neural networks [15]
and variational inference [16].
Another crucial problem is how to utilize the model. A
common practice is to update policy through planning on
the model. For example, Dyna [17] learns policy from both
real and simulated experience; more recently, Guided Policy
Search [9], [10] uses guiding samples to optimize the policy
search.
Apart from policy updating, the model can also play a
part in generating action interacting with the environment by
combining with Model Predictive Control theory, including
iLQR [18], direct optimal control [19], model predictive path
integral control [20], etc.
Compared to traditional Model-free RL, Model-based RL
has advantages in data efficiency, for it being expensive
to sample in the real world due to time cost and limited
life expectancy of robots. Model-based RL can utilize data
effectively, but it heavily depends on the accuracy of the
model [21]. Unfortunately, it is not easy to guarantee the
model accuracy in data-driven methods.
B. Imitation learning from Demonstration
Currently behavior cloning [22], [23] and inverse rein-
forcement learning [5], [24] are two widely-used imitation
learning methods. Behavior cloning is a class of imitation
algorithms where supervised learning is performed to learn
policies that imitate the experts, by minimizing the action
prediction error in demonstrations. Behavior cloning comes
with simplicity and efficiency, but sometimes it may suffer
the distribution shift problem [25]. Apart from using the
demonstration data to learn a map from states to actions di-
rectly, inverse reinforcement learning is motivated to learn a
hidden reward function to reduce the problem into traditional
RL. Some latest practices involve adversarial learning to
minimize the discrepancy between imitator and demonstrator.
[26]–[28].
Imitation learning improves the learning effciency, but
these approaches arbitrarily require agents have access to
trajectories with expert actions, which are not always observ-
able. Such obstacles can be overcome with recently proposed
imitation learning from demonstrations (IfD) or imitation
learning from observations (IfO) [29].
In reward shaping approaches of IfD, the reward can be
hand-crafted to encourage the agent to match the current
state with reference motion clip at each step [7] or used to
measure differences between policy and expert in embed-
ding space [30], [31]. Unfortunately, such a reward shaping
method requires sufficient samples, similar to the traditional
reinforcement learning method.
Inverse dynamics model (IDM) exists as another option. It
maps from state-transitions (St, St+1) to actions. Therefore,
the IDM is capacitated to complete state-only demonstrations
with inferred actions, and then the problem can be reduced
to regular imitation learning problems [32], [33]. However,
its training depends on the current policy distribution with
likely instability.
Meanwhile, generative adversarial learning can also be
adopted in inverse dynamics model methods. Merel et al.
propose an IfO algorithm to produce human-like movement
patterns from limited demonstrations consisting of the only
partially observed state features [34]. Torabi et al. develop a
method named generative adversarial imitation from observa-
tion, considering state-transitions occupancy measure. Yang
et al. later improves this by minimizing the inverse dynamics
disagreement instead [35]. Yet, all of the methods are flawed
for the requirement of a great number of expert samples to
train adversarial networks, as well as the inherent complexity
of adversarial imitation learning algorithms. Torabi et al.
propose a combination of linear quadratic regulators and
adversarial methods, using quadratic terms to represent the
cost to achieve a higher sample efficiency. Hong et al. [36]
resort to adversarial fashion with a shared state transition




Our NEARL framework consists of a state-to-state meta
policy and a low-level inverse dynamics model. Therefore
our MDP is defined differently, using a 6-tuple M =
{S,A, Ŝ
′
, P, r, γ} , where S denotes agent’s state space,
Ŝ
′
denotes the space of predicted next state, A is agent’s
action space, P : S × A → [0, 1] is the transition proba-
bility function, with P (st+1|st, at) being the probability of
transitioning from state st to st+1 after taking action at.
r : S × S → R is the immediate reward and γ is a discount
factor.
Algorithm 1 Non-Explicit Action Reinforcement Learning
Framework
Require: policy πθπ , inverse dynamics model IθI , environ-
ment E .
for i = 0, 1, 2, ... do
Execute combined policy I ⊙ π in environment E , and
collect the trajectories τi
if condition of optimizing π is satisfied then
Update the policy parameters θπ
end if
if condition of optimizing I is satisfied then
Update the inverse dynamics model parameters θI
end if
if condition of maximizing E reward is satisfied then
Update the joint parameters θ = θπ ∪ θI
end if
end for
B. The Original NEARL Framework
Original Non-Explicit Action Reinforcement Learning
framework is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The NEARL is a
hierarchical framework. Meta policy π tries to choose the
next optimal state, while low-level IDM tries to find the
optimal action for transition. We define trajectory as τ =
(s0, ŝ1, a0, ..., sT+1) and our objective is to maximize the
cumulative reward J(π) = Eτ∼I⊙π[R(τ)], where I⊙π is the
combined policy. We also try to make sure that there will be
as many reachable states as possible. If πθπ(s) is defined to
be deterministic and inverse dynamics model IθI (at|st, ˆst+1)








∇θ log {IθI (at|st, ˆst+1)πθP ( ˆst+1|st)}R(τ)
]
(1)
Its algorithmic details are shown in Alg.2. Firstly, the
combined policy I ⊙ π interacts with the environments and
collects trajectories. Then meta policy π and subsequently
IDM are updated with the collected (s, s′) pair and (s, s′, a)
pair respectively by using supervised learning. Then the
combined policy I ⊙ π is updated using policy gradient
with Eq.1 to maximize the cumulative reward. The original
NEARL iteratively executes these steps if certain task-wise
conditions are met. However, the state transitions (s, s′) col-
lected during interaction is not optimal, the direct supervised
learning update of meta policy only ensures the reachability
but not optimality of the predicted next state, which may
lead to instability.
C. The PID2 Algorithm
The proposed NEARL framework confronts us with a
multiple objective optimization problem since we need to
maximize the cumulative reward while ensuring the output
state of policy π is reachable and, this leads to more
challenges in the training process compared to traditional RL.
In order to stabilize the training process, a generative adver-
sarial network is introduced, together with the information
bottleneck to regularize the discriminator, to encourage the
model to focus on the most significant features. Specifically,
we use variational discriminator bottleneck [27]. Under this
design, the expected state transition x , (s, ŝ′) generated by
π, is output to an encoder E(z|x), and a constraint Ic is fur-
ther applied as the mutual information upper bound between
the encoding and input. Using variational approximation, the




















x∼p̃(x) [KL [E(z|x)||r(z)]]− Ic
)
(2)
where the p∗(x) denotes the distribution of real state transi-
tions. p̃ , p∗ + π denotes a mixture distribution and r(z) is
a standard Gaussian prior distribution.
The proposed Policy-Inverse Dynamics-Discriminator
(PID2) algorithm is shown in Alg.2. In the beginning, the
combined policy I ⊙ π is used to collect trajectories τ
and DGAN , {(s, s
′)} ⊆ τ serves as true state transition
samples of the discriminator. Under the GAN framework,
the discriminator D and policy π are updated with Eq. 2.
The inverse dynamics model I should be updated cau-
tiously, since once the I is changed, the environmental state
transition is also changed and it easily leads to instability
during training. To tackle the potential instability, we set
an inverse dynamics update threshold [σI ] which triggers
update only if the inverse dynamics model loss exceeds the
threshold. The threshold [σI ] can be adjusted according to
the task and required control accuracy. The IDM is trained
by dataset DI , {(s, s




log IθI (at|st, st+1) (3)
The algorithm is also required to maximize the environ-
mental rewards like traditional RL, which could be achieved
via the aforementioned policy gradient (Eq. 1) to optimize
the combined policy.
Besides, imitation learning with state-only demonstrations
could be easily integrated with our algorithm. Given state-
only expert data Ddemo = {(si, si+1)}, we could apply
pre-training process using behavior cloning (Eq.4). Except
for behavior cloning, the demonstrations could be appended








Algorithm 2 The PID2 Algorithm
Require: policy πθπ , inverse dynamics model IθI , envi-
ronment E . discriminator Dφ, inverse dynamics loss
threshold [σI ], optional state-only demonstration Ddemo,
optional prior constraints C
1: if Ddemo available then
2: Pre-train the policy parameters θπ with Equation 1
3: else
4: Randomly initialize policy parameters θπ
5: end if
6: for i = 0, 1, 2, ... do
7: Execute combined policy I⊙π in environment E with
constraints C, and collect the trajectories τi
8: Update φ and θπ using Equation 2
9: if Inverse dynamics model loss IθI ≥ [σI ] then
10: Update θI using Equation 4
11: end if
12: Update θπ ∪ θI using Equation 5
13: end for
Finally, the state-related prior domain knowledge and
constraints can be directly applied to the policy. For example,
states can be divided into controllable state Sc (e.g. joint
angles) and observable but non-controllable state So (e.g.
visual data). By using this prior knowledge, merely control-
lable state Sc can be used to train IDM.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conduct several experiments to estimate our algorithm
and its combination with imitation learning. We first verify
the validity of the NEARL framework and PID2 in simu-
lation environments. After that, we conduct experiments to
elucidate that our algorithms can be effectively combined
with imitation learning, merely using state-only demonstra-
tions.
A. PID2 Evaluation
We evaluate our algorithm on several robotic control tasks
via OpenAI gym environments [37] simulated by MuJoCo
physical engine [38]. The simulation tasks include Ant,
HalfCheetah, Walker2d and Hopper. We evaluate traditional
RL, original NEARL, PID2 (w/o information bottleneck)
and PID2 (with information bottleneck). The same neural
networks are used for all algorithms. For more details, policy
network, inverse dynamics model, and discriminator are set
to fully-connected neural networks with hidden layer size of
32 × 32 and IDM outputs a Gaussian distribution. During
the training process, PPO [39] is used to train the combined
policy with 8 million steps.
The experimental results for each task are illustrated in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) plots the learning curves for all
methods in simulation environments and Fig. 3(b) displays
their inverse dynamics loss (mean square error). Due to the
existence of multiple optimized objectives, the performance
of our original NEARL framework is lower than traditional
RL. However, the algorithm performance improves to a
similar level with traditional RL after applying GAN with
information bottleneck, and in some tasks even better. It
may be attributed to the estimation of reachable states, which
benefits training the deep neural network.
As for simple tasks, the performance of PID2 with infor-
mation bottleneck is quite the same as that of PID2 without
information bottleneck. But when the state representation of
the environment has a lot of redundant information (e.g.,
Ant environment with state dimension of 111), the PID2
with information bottleneck significantly outperforms the one
without it. This demonstrates that the variational information
bottleneck has shown its benefits in extracting the most
effective features among redundant states. In the original
NEARL method, adversarial learning is not used. Instead,
we directly apply supervised constraints to the output of the
policy network by using on-policy state-transition samples.
This could lead to instability and bad performance during
the training process since it will disturb the policy gradient
update in the following steps.
The accuracy of inverse dynamics model is shown in
Fig.3(b). Serving as a baseline, traditional RL does not
put any constraint on inverse dynamics loss, while in our
NEARL-based approaches, we set a threshold [σI ] = 0.5.
As demonstrated, inverse dynamics loss is effectively limited
and much smaller than the baseline’s, which guarantees
required control precision.
B. PID2 with Imitation Learning
1) Performance Comparison: Because NEARL-based
policy outputs an optimal reachable state rather than an
explicit action, our PID2 algorithm can effectively combine
state-only expert demonstrations. Here, the PID2 algorithm
together with two other algorithms (state-only imitation
learning (SOIL) [32] and demo augmented policy gradient
(DAPG) [40]) are evaluated in the aforementioned environ-
ments. DAPG is firstly pre-trained with behavior cloning
using state-action pair demonstration, then fine-tuned using
augmented loss of RL policy gradient and behavior cloning
gradient. In the SOIL algorithm, an IDM is trained first, then
the state-only demonstrations are completed with inferred ac-
tions, afterwards optimization method is adopted for training
similar to DAPG. We found that in the DAPG algorithm,
pre-training plays a crucial role in increasing performance,
while the SOIL cannot be pre-trained directly due to the
absence of action in the early phase, which leads to slow
convergence of the algorithm. To be fair, we adopted Initial
State Distribution [7] for SOIL and PID2 algorithm. In the
experiment, pre-training is performed for 20 episodes, then
normal policy search methods. Besides, prior knowledge of
controllable state is also exploited for IDM.
Fig.4 shows the performance of four approaches in two
simulation environments. Compared to RL algorithm without
imitation learning, the performance of three other algorithms
are enhanced remarkably. Since ground-truth action is avail-
able for behavior cloning, DAPG excels the other three
algorithms. As for SOIL, in its early phase, data is not
Fig. 2. Demonstration of four MuJoCO environments. Dimension of observation space and action space are displayed respectively.
（a）
（b）
Fig. 3. (a) Different algorithms’ performance with four simulation tasks. NEARL represents the original NEARL framework. PID2-IB represents the
PID2 with information bottleneck while the PID2-GAN represents the PID2 with only GAN structure but no information bottleneck. The RL-Pure is the
PPO algorithm. (b) Inverse dynamics loss of four algorithms.
sufficient to train the IDM and the poor accuracy of its IDM
heavily affects its performance.
Besides, in our PID2-IL algorithm, meta policy is pre-
trained with state-only demonstrations and combined policy
is optimized by multiple means. Hence our algorithm out-
performs SOIL.
2) Ablation Study: In the aforementioned experiments, we
used prior human knowledge and hand-engineered features
(controllable states in observation space) for IDM’s input.
But occasionally it is hard to tell which part of the state
representation could have more significant influence on in-
verse dynamics. Here we investigate the performance of our
Fig. 4. Performance comparison of four different algorithms combining
imitation learning, with Pure RL serving as baseline.
algorithms with wrong or no human prior knowledge.
Fig. 5. Influence of prior knowledge to the performance in 3 cases: correct
prior knowledge (correctly filtered states), wrong prior knowledge (missing
key states) and no prior knowledge (unfiltered full states).
The results are demonstrated in Fig.5. We compared the
performance of our method with full states (unfiltered states)
and wrongly filtered states (missing half of key states).
The results demonstrate that the performance of full state
PID2-IL has a noticeable decline in both environments
in terms of convergence rate and a slight decline in its
cumulative rewards. This is due to lack of data to train
a more complicated full state IDM which finally may
lead to trajectory distribution shift. Besides, if the state
representation is wrongly filtered like missing key state,
the performance may dramatically decrease, since the IDM
cannot learn an effective feature mapping, leaving the policy
gradient the only part of the algorithm to optimize the
policy. In such a case, behavior cloning cannot contribute to
policy optimization but instead disturb the training process.
Comparing the full states PID2-IL and missing key states
PID2-IL, it is revealed that if we do not have perfect prior
knowledge, it would be better to keep the redundancy in state
representation rather than incorrectly filtering the states since
the later may even lead to a even worse performance. Maybe
an automated learning process of feature mapping exists as
a better solution.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new Non-Explicit Action Reinforcement
Learning (NEARL) framework and the PID2 algorithm. Our
method adopts the hierarchical structure, iteratively training
a state-only policy and IDM. Also, adversarial learning and
the information bottleneck are introduced to stabilize the
training process. Our method shows equivalent performance
in several robotic simulation tasks with traditional RL and is
able to constrain the inverse dynamics loss according to the
task to ensure the state reachability. It can also be integrated
with state-only expert demonstrations, showing state of the
art performance.
Additionally, our state-to-state policy inherently integrates
an environmental model. The model enables our method
not only to be used in one step MDP, but also sequence
learning. In our future work, we will improve the method
by combining the advanced sequence learning methods to
learn action primitives [41]. Yet, we here still need to point
out that our algorithm shows instability in high-dimensional
environments, hence it should be carefully applied to com-
plicated tasks or the physical world. We will explore other
methods like self-attention [42] to improve its robustness and
expand its application in sim-to-real transfer.
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